NOT 18? NOT A PROBLEM.

EVERYONE CAN SUPPORT RESCUE AND ADOPTION!

• ORGANIZE a treat, canned food, blanket, or towel drive in your neighborhood or at your school, community center, or religious organization

• TAKE photos and create videos

• MARKET our dogs and cats through social media as part of the LDCRF Facebook community to help connect homeless pets with adopters

• HELP CARE for a rescued pet in your home as a foster “sibling” under guidance of a pet foster parent/guardian

• ACCOMPANY your parent/guardian volunteer on a Dogventure to enrich a dog’s day with activities they love

14 OR OLDER?

• HANDLE dogs at a LDCRF adoption event*

• CARE for cats and kittens at the LDCRF Cat Condo at the Seven Corners PetSmart*

*must be accompanied by a responsible adult while volunteering

LET’S GET STARTED

Scan the QR code and send an email with your name and interests to volunteer@lostdogrescue.org

TEENS make a difference at lostdogrescue.org

LET’S BE SOCIAL @LDCRF @lostdogrescue @lostdogandcatrescue @lostdogandcatrescue